IQ Touch & Drink

from version
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Settings for service personnel
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Calling up the setup mode
To get into the IQ system settings, click in the lower left corner of the screen. An entry field
will appear.
After entering the access code and confirming with the “OK” key, the corresponding window
will appear.
If no access code is entered, this window will close after a short time.
Service codes upon delivery:
End IQ
Cleaning
Calibrate mixer
Mixer setup
Call up setup
Member administration

0303
0666
0777
0888
0999
0111

These service codes were automatically preselected, but can be replaced with other codes.
These entries must be changed in the file Setup\IQ.ini.
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Select language
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Save settings and end
programme

Save settings and back to
programme

PRESETS, general default settings

Selection of predefined settings

Adjustment to the actual monitor resolution.
Normally it is sufficient to use the “FULL” key. This causes an adjustment to suit the
available monitor.
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Setting time delays

Number entry timeout
Time until the number entry window automatically fades
Tap window timeout
If the tap window is inactive, this is closed after a set time and the main window is shown
Media change interval
Media change interval. After this time, images from MEDIA_SCREENSAVER are changed, if this is
active under “screensaver” “various media from...”.
Tap block free taps
Interruption of a free quantity at the tap after a set time.
Please note: After a maximum of 25 seconds, a safety switch-off will activate in the control
electronics!
Cashless reader
If the cashless payment system is active, after a set time, the payment process with the cashless card
will be interrupted if the customer does not produce a card.
Information timeout
Automatic fading of information boxes after a set time.
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Quantity selection and water selection “float” from
right to left on the screen.
The tap window is closed after a completed tap
process or timeout and the intro window is
displayed.
Otherwise, the tap window remains open and is
ready for the following tap process.

Tap window width

Tap window height

Label Height
Label-Font
Colour
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Banner Height
Label Colour

Tap window animation
Quantity selection and water selection “float” from right to left on the screen.
Close after tap process
The tap window is closed after a completed tap process or timeout and the intro window is shown.
Otherwise, the tap window remains open and is ready for the following tap process.
Show contents

The button to show contents is displayed.
For this, there must be an image file with the name “Content.jpg” in the subfolder
“Contents”. There must also be a file “Content.pdf” with the contents information in PDF
format. This file is automatically changed into images of individual pages. The contents
information of a product must also be on one pace.
No tap shutoff possible

If this checkbox is activated, the customer has no possibility of interrupting a tap process
once it is in progress!
In the opposite case, there is a button to interrupt the process (red “X”)
Tap quickstart

If the customer made the last tap choice, the tap process starts automatically.
In the opposite case, a button appears to start the tap process.
“Progress bar”

Selection of progress bar colour
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The control box is automatically recognised after connection to the USB interface.
Dummy mode

Test operation without activating the control box. The activation is presented via an
additional window that appears if the screen size is sufficient for this.
“Input 1” and “input 2”
Displays in images the activation of the inputs to the control box. Here, the function of the inputs

can be tested. Depending on the version, the control box may only be available with one
switch input! (IQ-BOX V5 until 6/2016 has only one control input)

Restart system at a specified time. This restart is carried out each day and serves to keep the
operating system stable when working. The restart should take place outside of normal
operating times.
After the restart, the IQ Quantum software is automatically restarted.
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OPERATING MODE, scanners, contact controls and database
These settings are pre-set by Trugge service personnel and are adjusted to the local
requirements.
Subsequent changes can lead to disruptions and must be avoided!
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Free access
Touching or clicking on the intro screen opens the tap window.

Contact controlled
When this option is activated, the tap window is displayed by closing one of both contact inputs.
The selection of drinks and water available from contact input 1 or 2 can be set on the tap page
[Contact]. The inputs to the control box are allocated the columns “input 1” and “input 2”
respectively.
“FREE input” is the choice of whether the customer receives a drink WITHOUT contact activation by
touch.
Here, only the options activated in the mixer and concentration selection can be selected!
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Enter PIN (database and read user list)

If “enter PIN” is activated, the customer must enter a number code after touching the screen.
This is either a fixed PIN code which is the same for all customers, or a code which can be read from a
list.
The selection can take place in the tab window [PIN].
If the PIN is to be checked against the customer list, “database” must be activated.
The standard settings of the local database have been preset and should not be changed!

Database

If the customer may also tap certain drinks without a valid PIN or RFID card, the checkbox “tap water
without balance” can be selected.
Then, the tap window “contact” appears with the selection of free drinks in the column “FREE
database”
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Activate database with user list: [Database] [MYSQL] [Data-Import]
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After activating the database, a customer list must be read.
This customer list can be loaded by a file approval (free folder), FTP, HTTP or once by a local file.
For FTP and “file system”, the address data and user data must be provided to register.
In “reload user list”, you can set the hours to perform the automatic update. Only applies for FTP and
file system!

Updates can be carried out manually using the button “update”.
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The list is a simple text file with ANSI-coded characters (UTF-8).
The structure can be different and a template system was introduced to be used after version V3.8
for this. This means the IQ system is capable of reading different customer text files.

Each template contains an allocation of the information in a customer-specific file (text file), for the
information which is important for IQ.
Example “IQ default”:
The line in the customer file which is read would be
01276;0523986512088;Max;Mustermann;2;30
A semicolon is used to separate individual data. This is entered in the above template selection in the
“delim.” field.
“Length” indicates the number of data items in each line, here there are 6.
The positions in the text line are entered in PIN, RFID, name, given name, max per day, timeout, valid
until. A “0” means that this field is not read!
As an example, the PIN “01276” is in the first place, and is set with “1”.
The maximum number of tap processes per day is in the fifth place.
The value “max per day” can be chosen arbitrarily.
The value “0” removes this limitation, the customer can tap infinitely!
The timeout value (“block time after tapping”) describes the time in minutes in which the customer
can no longer tap after a completed tap process. A value of “0” lifts the block here as well.
“Valid until” describes the position of a date. When the date is set, the customer can only tap until
this date. Setting this to “0” deactivates this function.
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Cashless device

With a special card and reader system it is possible to use top-up cards as a payment method.
Additional software is available for this where the payment cards can be topped up.
An IQ Quantum upgrade includes the following devices:
-D-LOGIC reader for IQ Quantum
-D-LOGIC reader for separate workplace PC to top up and unload the cards
-Receipt printer to print out all card top-up and unloading transactions
Other features of the cashless system are available in the specific documents.

Cashless device with database
With this selection, only the card ID is used to identify a customer in the local database or via the
XML log in the customer’s own server.
This mode works alongside the HID device or PIN.
No charge is made to the card!
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Cashless device without database
This mode makes it possible to pay using vouchers which are used to load the cashless card prior to
the transaction.

Valid cust. no.
In the IQ Quantum software, the customer number listed must be stored in the charging software.
The customer number (“valid cust. no”) here describes the automat's location recognition!
Example:
Fitness studio A has “cust. no” 12345.
All cashless cards given out there have the number “12345”
Fitness studio B has “cust. No” 67890
All cashless cards given out there have the number “67890”
In the setup in studio A, “12345” AND “67890” are entered as customer ID.
In studio B, only “67890” is entered.
Now, all customers with cards from studio A can perform cashless transactions in studio A AND B.
Customers from studio B can ONLY perform cashless transactions in studio B.

OK sound reader
when reading (placing) a card on the reader, you can hear a signal tone indicating that the action was
successful.

ERROR sound reader
when reading (placing) a card on the reader, you can hear a signal tone indicating that the action was
NOT successful.

Show prices
Each item price is displayed during the tap process

Show balance
The remaining balance on the card used is displayed during the tap process
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Price (cashless device)
For card payments, a price must be determined for each item.
For this, when activating “cashless device” (database mode OFF), a “price” tab window appears.

Here, you can refer to quantities where the individual prices have been set.
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SCREEN ANIMATION

No animation

The presentation of media is turned off.
Image

An image selected using the “file” key is presented.
Only this image is presented!
Video
A video selected using the “file” key is presented.

Only this one video will be presented in a continuous cycle!
Various media from /Media_Screensaver

All media from the subfolder /Media_Screensaver is presented in sequence. This
presentation is a continuous cycle.
Background colour

The background is only coloured according to the colour selection
Scrolling text in normal mode
Turn on scrolling text in the basic window and in the tap window in “normal” tap mode
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Weather

Activate “weather” checkbox to have the weather forecast appear as an overlay.
Three three-hour weather forecast overlays appear in blocks.
These overlays are not visible when a video is playing in the main window.
The overlay only makes sense if the image on the main page in the top right area has a white
background in “transparent” mode (clear) . Otherwise deselect “clear”
To set up the weather function, simply enter a place name in the “place” field and click on
the “test” button. Then, the place name entered will be matched with the closest available
place name with available weather data and the weather forecast will be displayed in a
thumbnail.
The selected Town must be in area of language are you chosen!
This function only works if the IQ system is connected to a network with internet access!

Path to the “\MEDIA_CANTEEN” folder
Select the save location of the media using the “file” key. This can be a central save location
in the network environment which can be accessed by several IQ systems so that all systems
present the same media.
Scrolling text in canteen mode
Turn on scrolling text in the basic window and tap window.
The text to be presented must be in a text file with the file name “scrolltext.txt” in the media
data folder (“\MEDIA_CANTEEN”).
Entries with multiple lines in this text file will be presented in the scrolling text one line at a
time; all text lines in the text file will be amalgamated into one line.
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TAP
General settings

Still water mixer, CO2 mixer
adjust to the actual ratio.
CO2 tap delay
At the carbon dioxide valve, carbon dioxide is collected where there is a time delay when turning on
the valve at the water outlet.
If the outlet quantity is too low when tapping drinks with CO2, this can be corrected by increasing
this time (in ms).
CO2 admixture in %
For drinks containing CO2, set the proportion of CO2 and water for normal operation. (not effective
in canteen mode)
Liquid reduction
activates the removal of the tapped liquid from the overall volume of liquid + water, so that the
outlet quantity is adhered to precisely.
Flavour intensity
allows the customer to choose between three default settings for the addition of liquid.
Normal mode

Customer can select mixer (normal water, CO2 water, or similar) and quantities.
Canteen mode

Products are pre-set. Customer can only select fixed pre-set products.
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Text alignment
Alignment of the concentrate and water texts in the tap window
Automatic text size
Text size is calculated automatically according to the available space
Manual text size
Text size can be set manually for water concentrate and quantities
Style
Selection of tap window presentation.
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Quantity selection and water selection “float” from
right to left on the screen.
The tap window is closed after a completed tap
process or timeout and the intro window is
displayed.

Otherwise, the tap window remains open and is
ready for the following tap process.

Tap window width

Tap window height

Label Height
Label-Font
Colour
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Banner Height
Label Colour

Fill quantity

Specify from up to 3 pre-defined quantities for the tap process.

Activate/deactivate the fill quantity
Select image
Delete the selected image

Set the volume for statistical calculation

Add text in tap window
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Valve control

Set mixer/water
Mixer 1-3
-OFF
-Mixer

In the tap window, a key is displayed to tap a freely-selectable quantity. When pressing the
mixer key in the tap window, the water outlet begins. After releasing the key, the water
outlet is stopped.
In the tap window, a key is displayed to tap a fixed quantity. The number of keys for fixed
quantities depends on the quantities activated.
When activating, this mixer is offered as a water selection in the tap window.
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Example:
Mixer 1 Freely-selectable quantity
Mixer 3 Freely-selectable and fixed quantity 0.3l, 0.5l and 0,7l [300 ml, 500 ml, 700 ml]

Concentrate setting in “normal” mode

Concentrate 1-6
-OFF
-Concentrate
-Water type
-Valve control
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Using “concentrate”
Setting the admixture quantity of concentrate to water. (normal)
If intensity setting is activated, also “weak” and “strong”
Using “water type”
Mixers “still water “ and “CO2 mixer” are mixed according to the specified percentage.
The specified percentage here indicates the proportion of “CO2 mixer”.
Using “valve control”
Here, the valve of the affected channel is controlled according to the duration, number of pauses and
pause length settings. No mixer is used for this! Only the valve for this channel is used.
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Product details settings

Select product image

Remove product image

Enter product text
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Concentrate setting in “canteen” mode
“Water / CO2” setting

Setting the ratio of “still water “ and “CO2 water”
“Concentrate admixture” setting

Length (of time) of the admixture of liquid to mixer water
“Admixture time” setting“

Time of admixture of the liquid to the mixer water. The liquid should be mixed in the area of
the “still water” outlet to avoid unnecessary foaming.
There should also be a time window from the end of the liquid outlet to the end of tapping
to allow water flow to clean the outlet nozzle.
Example:

Activate this liquid on
the tap window

Proportion
“still” water to
“CO2”

Allocated
tap quantity

61% still water
39% CO2 water
Fill quantity 1 (0.3l)
[300 ml]
CO2 water
BEFORE still
water

Time of liquid
admixture
Volume corrector

“CO2”

Proportion
liquid
(flavour
intensity)

Time calculation of
CO2, still water and
liquid

Graphic depiction of the tap
process of still water, CO2 and
liquid
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LICENCE
The necessary licence keys to operate the software are entered upon delivery of the
system and may not be changed. Incorrect licence keys will cause the controls to
switch off!
If a licence key with a red border appears, please contact Trugge-Getränketechnik.
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STATISTICS

The IQ system records the tap processes. Using the selections “day”,
“month” or “year”, a time period can be selected and the evaluation
is presented using the “start” key.
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Copy files

“Copy files” allows you to copy files on a USB stick to the IQ system.
If the IQ system is operated on a Windows computer, you can select the desired USB stick drive
under the “source” field. If you are using a Linux operating system, the USB stick is displayed directly
in the “source” field.
Select the desired list in the “source” field. All files contained are then displayed in the field to the
right. Select the files you want to copy (multiple selections also possible) and pull them to the lower
file display of the target using the drag&drop function.
Files from “target” can be pulled into the recycle bin where they are finally deleted.
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CLEANING AND MAINTENANCE
Manual cleaning
Under certain circumstances, only specified concentration lines should be rinsed. Manual cleaning is
suitable for this.
Here, all parameters can be freely determined.
Please note:
Resetting the cleaning interval can only take place in manual mode after all valves have been
opened.

Cleaning necessary

Cleaning complete

The system indicates automatically on the main screen when cleaning is absolutely
necessary.
If this notification appears, you will not be able to tap any more! (See image 1 “cleaning
necessary”)
For cleaning, first select a mixer channel (water 1 or water 2).
Then, all active liquid channels must be activated so that a rinse procedure is carried out and
recognised by the programme.
Once all available liquid channels and all mixed channels have been rinsed, the internal
cleaning timer is reset. (See image 2 “cleaning complete”)
Regular cleaning of the system is a requirement and is essential for safe operation!
When the cleaning timer runs out, this is the absolute latest cleaning time, where further
operation of the system is also blocked!
Daily and weekly cleaning are self-evident.
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Automatic cleaning

The IQ system has a partially automated cleaning process.
All steps are described in the help text. Setting up and dismantling the concentrate lines as well as
hanging them up and out in a container with fresh water and a cleaning agent must be carried out by
the user.
The system automatically draws up the cleaning agent, and takes care of the treatment time, rinse
time and drawing up time of the concentrate.
Each step is accompanied by visual progress displays. Information on each next step is displayed.
After this has been carried out successfully, the cleaning interval is reset.
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Cleaning information
To ensure the machine works correctly, the following maintenance activities must be carried
out periodically.
These cleaning activities must be carried out with regards to the applicable hygiene
requirements (DIN 6650 – 6).
The cleaning frequency also depends on the circumstances of use of the machine, the water
quality, the humidity, the room temperature, the concentrates used, etc.

DAILY and weekly cleaning
The purpose of daily cleaning is to avoid bacterial cultures in all areas which come into
contact with drinks and air alternately.

To be cleaned daily:
1. the product outlet pipe
2. the product output area
3. the drip plate

Daily cleaning must be carried out with hot drinking water and using a cleaning agent (Bevi
liquid / Dr Becher recommended – see illustration).

Then the system must be rinsed with drinking water..

The rinse programme should be carried out each week according to the
instructions (see rinsing / cleaning page).
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DISINFECTION
The quarterly cleaning and disinfection described in the following must be carried out as
needed, however at least every 3 months and serves to ensure the hygiene of the machine.
The machine should not be cleaned with a water jet or similar under any circumstances.
In addition, no sanitary products should be used which may contaminate the water.

The following parts must be cleaned during the disinfection / maintenance process:
1. all concentrate tubes
2. the syrup valve block
3. the water jet pump
4. other parts which come into contact with the concentrate

Syrup valve block

Water jet pump

1.
Mix 60 ml cleaning agent with 1 litre of warm water.
2.
Remove the concentrate lines from the liquid container bag and lay the tubes with seals in
the cleaning agent. Place the waste water container and output unit.
3.
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Call up the CLEANING - MANUAL menu in the operating mode. Select water 1 or water 2
(depending on the mixers set up) and rinse liquid 1-6 until the concentrate tubes are filled
with the cleaning solution. Allow the cleaning solution to act for 10 minutes.
4.
Place the concentrate lines in clean drinking water and carry out the above steps again.
This rinses out the concentrate lines and the syrup valve block / mixer.
5.
The water jet pump must be dismantled and separated (see figure1), cleaned with the
disinfectant and then rinsed out with warm drinking water.
6.
Connect the concentrate tubes again, install the water jet pump and end the programme with End.
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Figure 1
Cleaning the water jet pump
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CLEANING THE COOLING SYSTEM
Over time, a layer of dust develops on the heat exchanger due to the constant air
circulation in the unit.
This reduces the heat dissipation, reduces performance and finally leads to a failure
of the cooling system.
For this reason, the heat exchanger must be cleaned with a vacuum cleaner, small
brush, bottle brush or broom depending on the dust accumulated.

CHANGING THE FILTER
The active carbon filter must be changed every 6 months or 10,000 litres, depending
on which occurs first.
If you are using a filter from another manufacturer, please note the specified
exchange intervals. If the system is connected to a regulating angle valve with a fine
filter, the fine filter must also be checked and cleaned each time you change the filter.

1. Block water input
2. Tap still water until the machine is empty
3. Unscrew the filter casing and pull down; remove old filter element.
CAUTION: Remaining water quantity in filter casing
4. Insert new filter element and close filter casing.
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Contact
You can reach us
from 08:00 to 18:30
•
•
•

Trugge Getränke-Technik, Lennestadt, Germany
Tel. +49 2725 – 22 07 22
Email: info@trugge.com
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